Appearance of a soluble form of the G protein of respiratory syncytial virus in fluids of infected cells.
We examined the antigenic reactivities and virion associations of glycoproteins that were released into the culture fluids of cells infected with respiratory syncytial (RS) virus. Culture fluids and cell extracts were obtained from cells 24 to 30 h after they were infected with the Long strain of RS virus. Radioimmune precipitation of [3H]glucosamine-labelled glycoproteins by large glycoprotein (G)-specific or fusion protein (F)-specific monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) revealed that the G, F1 and F2 proteins were present in cell extracts but only the G protein was clearly evident in culture fluids. A glycoprotein (Mr 43K) which may be a precursor or a breakdown product of the G protein was also precipitated by the G-specific MAb from cell extracts and culture fluids. The G protein in culture fluids was slightly smaller (Mr 82K) than the G protein in cell extracts (Mr 88K). An abundant or heavily labelled, 18K glycoprotein in the fluids of virus-infected but not of mock-infected cells was weakly precipitated by the F-specific MAb; this suggested that the 18K protein shares epitopes with the fusion protein of RS virus. The absence of F1 and F2 polypeptides from culture fluids is evidence that the cells, which contained an abundance of these proteins, were intact. To determine whether any of the viral glycoproteins released by infected cells were soluble (non-virion-associated), culture fluid was subjected to rate zonal centrifugation in a 10 to 50% sucrose gradient. An assay of fractions using a MAb-capture ELISA for the nucleocapsid (N) and F proteins revealed a peak of activity, due to virions, in the centre of the gradient, and a strong signal for the N protein at the top of the gradient suggesting that N protein was released from intact cells. Radioimmune precipitation of glycoproteins from the fractions at the top of the gradient using a hyperimmune guinea-pig serum revealed the G protein and a heterogeneous band which had the electrophoretic mobility of the 43K protein. Neither the F1 nor the F2 protein was present in these fractions thus suggesting that virions had remained intact. These results showed that a soluble form of the G protein of RS virus is released into the culture fluids of intact, infected cells. Several theories concerning viral and non-viral origins for the 18K protein are discussed.